
THE EIGHT ELEMENTS OF PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
FOR YOUR CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

To be effective, preventive maintenance must take a holistic view of productivity and cost of ownership that starts when you 
purchase each machine and lasts until you dispose of it. 

Keep this checklist on hand, and use it regularly to get the most from your equipment with the lowest cost of ownership. Use the 
checklist every time you’re considering purchasing a machine, and keep a copy in each machine’s file. This checklist is also an 
excellent resource for training new fleet managers.

#1: PURCHASING. 
What do you want from the machine? Create a matrix, to accurately compare estimated productivity and 
costs of different brands or models. 

#2: OPERATOR TRAINING.
Driving a new machine the old way negates all the potential benefits or new technologies. Make sure 
operators know how everything works and how to perform new-technology-based inspections and service.

#3: TECHNICIAN TRAINING.
If you still operate an in-house shop, your technicians need ongoing training to learn about the newest 
equipment and associated electronics. How and where will that training take place? 

#4: SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
Ensure operators understand the meaning of fault alerts, and schedule regular maintenance when the 
equipment isn’t working, rather than taking it out of service. 

#5: REPAIRS.
Keeping your construction equipment clean protects against corrosion that can create problems and 
reduce machine life, not to mention value. Always use diagnostics such as failure analysis and oil 
analysis to avoid repairs. 

#6: COMPONENTS.
Tracking consumables – oil, filters, tires, etc. -- expenses could save significant money, if you can 
negotiate a volume-based price reduction from your supplier. 

#7: FLEET SIZING.
Productivity drives profitability, so you want to get the most work done with the fewest machines. Consider 
whether you could effectively replace two smaller machines with one larger one, or choose machines that 
offer maximum versatility. 

#8: DISPOSAL.
Should you pay for expensive repairs and keep the equipment, or sell it off now? Track your machines by 
category to compute average costs per hour, then identify and dispose of equipment that is costing you 
too much.  
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